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(+61)33478620827,(+61)888434088 -
https://www.facebook.com/LittleRedGrapeBakery/

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Little Red Grape Bakery from Seven Hills. Currently, there are 19
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Little Red Grape Bakery:
Stopped in on the way to Laura for a break and a snack. Huge variety of sweet and savoury food to choose from.
Staff were friendly and happy to wait while trying to select something from the display. Relaxing atmosphere and
a great place to recharge before continuing a journey. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also
be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside

and eat. What User doesn't like about Little Red Grape Bakery:
Pleasant little Bakery at Sevenhill, with outdoor seating. The Apple slice was delicious and the loaf of wholemeal

bread was also tasty. I found the cupcake a little heavy and the coffee milky. Once again in this area we had
expensive coffees. The staff were pleasant and friendly. read more. If you're desiring some hot South American

gastronomy, you're in the right place: exquisite menus, roasted with fish, sea creatures, and meat, but also
corn, beans, and potatoes are in the menu, Naturally, you should also taste the fine burgers, accompanied by

sides like fries, salads, or wedges provided. Besides simple snacks and sweet pieces, we also offer cold and hot
drinks and cakes, Furthermore, one can delight in the consumption of all the tasty offered courses amid the

carefully selected ambiance of this Diner.
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�a� specialtie�*
THAI CHICKEN

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Ho� Pie�
SAUSAGE ROLL

Coffe�
COFFEE

Shish�
MINT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

BREAD

Appet�er�
SATAY CHICKEN

SATAY

CREMA DI POMODORO

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SAUSAGE

POTATOES

CHICKEN

TOMATE

MEAT

SPINAT

FETA

APPLE
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